
PUBLIC OPEN EVENINGS AT THE INSTITUTE OF ASTRONOMY 
WEDNESDAY 25TH FEBRUARY 2009 

 
    Institute of Astronomy                          http://www.ast.cam.ac.uk/public/  
    Cambridge Astronomical Association    http://www.caa-cya.org/  

All comments, enquiries or suggestions please to Carolin Crawford (csc@ast.cam.ac.uk)  
 
Welcome to our winter season of Wednesday public open evenings, which runs until the end of March. Tonight’s 30 
minute talk starts at 7.15pm and is followed by an opportunity to observe with both modern and historical 
telescopes if the weather is clear.  
 
This week’s talk :    Simeon Bird is revealing The Cosmic Microwave Background 
Next week :               Dan Stark will be searching for The first stars and galaxies 
 
The Cambridge Astronomical Association run a monthly lecture series, and there’s a good one coming up this Friday 
evening (27th Feb), starting at 8pm, in the lecture theatre at IoA. The guest speaker is the very entertaining Dr Allan 
Chapman, who’ll be talking about 400 years of Telescopic Astronomy; tracing the history of telescope from when 
astronomers first looked at the night sky with rudimentary refractors to the giant instruments of today. Entrance is 
only £1 to non-members of the CAA.  
It’s also worth noting that the CAA run a Young Astronomers group who meet monthly. The next meeting for 7-11 
yr-olds is on this Saturday morning (28th Feb) at 10-12am (talking about Astronomers Royal – or should that be 
Astronomer Royals?); and for the 11+ age group on Monday evening (2 March) at 7.15-8.45pm (talking about 
Einstein). Both sessions again take place in this building at IoA, and entrance is only £1 to non-members of CAA.  
 
Comet Lulin is proving faint and elusive still – but that may be as much due to the amount of cloud around in the 
Cambridge sky during the last week! It is faint, so really is best seen with binoculars, and the best time to find it will 
be when it’s as high in the sky as possible, around midnight or so. It’s particularly worth attempting while the skies 
are dark and Moon-free in the forthcoming week.  

 
How to find it: 
To find the comet it’s best to start with the 
constellation of Leo, rising from the East in the early 
evening to become easily visible by 9pm. Of course, 
this is where you should look to see the planet Saturn 
as well. The comet should appear as a hazy blob, 
about one quarter the size of the moon; the tail is not 
particularly obvious as it’s pointing away from us.  
 
A key night for easy comet-spotting will be 27th 
February at 10pm, when it is very close to Regulus, the 
brightest star of the constellation of Leo. The diagram 
to the left plots the course of the comet through the 
sky around Leo over the next couple of weeks – happy 
comet-hunting! 
 

The Cambridge Science Festival is coming up in March. Please mark the afternoon of Saturday 21st March in your 
diaries, as that will be our grand Open Afternoon. We plan talks, demonstrations, displays, childrens activities, 
planetarium shows, exhibitions to educate and entertain, and even a café where you can rest your feet if you start 
flagging. There will also be public observing that evening as well (if it’s clear…). Entrance is free, and  everyone is 
welcome.  
 
We shall be running our Open evenings as normal during the festival on the 11th and 18th March except that you will 
need tickets to come along  - apologies for this, but if we don’t ticket the event we get over-run with attendees and 
it’s too crowded to be any fun for anyone (in previous years we had around 500 people turn up…). The good news 
is that tickets are free, on a first-come first-served basis, and you can pick some up from the front-of-house staff 
tonight, or get them via the Science Festival box office (01223 766766). The talks those two evenings are:  
11th March Luke Barnes will return to tell us about Life in a fine-tuned Universe 
18th March Carolin Crawford will be talking about Exoplanets and how to find them 
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If you listen to BBC Radio 4’s environmental programme Home Planet, broadcast on Tuesday afternoons, you might 
be interested in coming along to an outside broadcast to be recorded in this lecture theatre at 7pm on the Friday 
13th March. The event is again ticketed: tickets are free and available again from the Science Festival box office 
(01223 766766). The panelists will include Professor Philip Stott (an environmental scientist from the University of 
London) and our very own Dr Carolin Crawford from the IoA. You can send in any questions that you might want 
the panel to tackle either via email (Home.planet@bbc.co.uk), post:(Home Planet, BBC Radio 4, PO Box 3096, 
Brighton, BN1 1PL) or telephone (on the Audience Line: 03700 100400).  
 
To find out more about these activities and check for all the up-to-date details have a look at:  
http://www.ast.cam.ac.uk/public/csf/2009/welcome.html  
 

THE NIGHT SKY AT 8PM ON 25TH FEBRUARY 2009 
To use the map, hold it above your head to match the sky… 

 
Sky map courtesy of http://www.heavens-above.com/ 

 
Venus  is still bright in the early 
evening to the West, setting 
about 7.30pm. It can be found 
just above the crescent moon in 
the early evening of the 27th 
Feb, and to the lower right of 
the Moon on the 28th Feb.  
 
Saturn is also visible from about 
8pm – and at that time will 
appear relatively bright with an 
orange colour above the Eastern 
horizon. 
 
SITE SAFETY The construction 
work for the new Kavli Institute 
for Cosmology is beginning to 
encroach (temporarily) on the 
accessibility of the telescopes. So 
if we’re observing then I’m 
afraid access to the observing 
will be across the gravel car 
park. So please be safe, and 
follow directions and 
instructions as the usual path by 
the domes is completely 
blocked. Apologies about this, 
but I’m told it shouldn’t be for 
too much longer. But do please 
ask any of the front-of-house 
staff if you need further 
orientation or assistance.  

 
 
And finally… the Society for Popular Astronomy are holding their annual convention at the IoA on Saturday 7th 
March, 10am – 5pm. The Event is free, and open to everyone. The main lecture is the inaugural Sir Patrick Moore 
Lecture, which will be given by Dr Katie Joy (University College London) at 3pm on The past, present and future of 
lunar exploration. If you want to reserve your place at this lecture (the only thing that is ticketed) email 
secretary@popastro.com 
Find out more at http://popastro.com/convention2009.php 
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